
This Circuit Simulation is Awesome! [12 July 2022]

It doesn't explode in your face...

...like its previous version accomplished...



It merely putters along at a measly output constrained by periodic collapses of its raw output so as to 
limit its escalation towards infinite oblivion. Both versions are in this folder on my website...

http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/June/?C=M;O=D

Here is a screenshot of its schematic...

http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/June/?C=M;O=D


Download a compressed ZIP file containing its development... https://ufile.io/nrpwcl9v

Here is a screenshot of its RMS output exhibiting its periodic bursts (in the top graph) which have 
been artificially averaged via RMS calculations (in the 2nd and 3rd graphs)...

https://ufile.io/nrpwcl9v


Here is a breakdown of the output of several of its components...

Here are its nodal voltages after 1½ ks...



Here are the voltages of its central diodes surrounding its core pair of inductors, L1 and L2...



Here are the amperages of these same diodes...

Pretty cool, huh!? It gets better...



Schematic...



40 seconds of output...



Closeup view...



Transient analysis settings...



Nodal voltages after 40 seconds of simulated run-time...

Also, please review these folders...

http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/May/?C=M;O=D

and...

http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/July/?C=M;O=D

http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/July/?C=M;O=D
http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/May/?C=M;O=D


Fan mail from a critic (highlighted in yellow and using a bold font)...

There is no ’free energy’.

“Free” would imply a neutrality of cost in which we may walk into a supermarket and walk out 

with groceries without having to pay for them. But walking into the grocery store and being paid to 

walk out with their groceries is what impedance amounts to when it is put to good use as a source of 

potential (when that impedance results from inductors, diodes and resistors for example).

The irony of these generators of impedance are that none of these three examples are efficient at 

storing potential (resulting from their impedances), for they are intended for the throughput of current - 

not for the storage of potential. For the generation of throughput, an additional type of impedance 

(resulting from capacitive reactance) is taken advantage of to remove the consequences of these other 

types of impedances off of those resources and (in so doing) create current of an amplitude which is 

sufficient enough to match or exceed the potential being generated by those initial types of impedances.

Yet, no movement takes place when the second type of impedance (capacitive reactance) kicks in. 

Everything happens simultaneously within all the components of this type of circuit since the phase of 

voltage and the phase of current have been separated by 1/2 cycle of oscillation.

This separation is indicated by the triangular wave form indicating a refusal of the circuit to reach 

saturation of voltage or current within all of its various components. Conversely, a sine wave would’ve 

indicated saturation. But if there are any preexisting sine waves, then they are dwarfed by the 

development of triangular waves.

Whether or not this is technically the same as what is considered to be a standing wave, it is 

effectively the same as a standing wave amounting to no movement of energy happening anywhere 

across the interior of this type of circuit since the polarity of current and the polarity of voltage are in 

opposition to each other indicating that no movement is taking place.

It’s as if electrical energy is a mirage, of sorts, a sort of beat frequency of its own, resulting from 

two frequencies of two forces commingling to create this mirage that we call energy. These two 

parental forces can move about and oscillate but does not require that the daughter of their union 

oscillate and move as well. That is where the fiction arises… That energy moves as if it were a 

singularity, an entity, capable of movement when in fact, it is the ingredients of energy which moves 

and undergoes changes because they are the only things which actually exists.

It is this refusal on the part of physics to recognize the existential substance of the ingredients of 

energy (counterpoised against the fallacious and illusory existence of energy, itself) which makes it 

possible to disdainfully refuse to allow a freedom from the restrictiveness of the conservation of energy



law which does not apply to all types of energy since it cannot apply to potentialities, such as: 

impedances.

It is potential energy that is real while kinetic energy is a false God: of no substance, whatsoever. 

This is despite our use of kinetic energy as the goal of electrical engineering to design an appliance to 

run off of it!

This is counterpoised against the goal of free electrical engineering to provide for energy from its 

various potential sources that we often times overlook as sources and mislabel as impedances and 

resistances wherein these resistances are assumed to be fighting us when, in fact, they could be our 

helpers!

This description of “free” energy hardly sounds like energy… at least not the energy that we have 

become familiar with governed by our common sense of familiarity.

But this oddity of typology is not relevant since this “oddity” can readily be converted into energy 

that we are familiar with (and to which our appliances can respond) using various techniques of 

conversion which are already well known within the trade plus a few which may not be so well known, 

such as…

https://is.gd/acplusdc

It has always intrigued me what might be the purpose of this patent of Nikola Tesla? Because it 

looks too simple to be a patentable idea. It looks more closer to what a child might play with for kicks! 

But I suspect, tucked away inside of it, is a methodology for converting a useless triangular wave 

(whose current phase and voltage phase are out of phase with each other by one half cycle) into 

something which just might come close to being useful and with a high degree of efficiency resulting 

from this conversion.

If we replace the batteries (in this patent) with diodes and replace the sine wave voltage source with 

the oscillations which are inherent within an oscillator type of circuit, it starts to make more sense…

And it would not be too much of a stretch of the imagination to replace the batteries in Nikola 

Tesla‘s patent with diodes because 100 years ago diodes were sometimes made in a manner which was 

not too much different than the construction of a battery, namely: a borax or baking soda electrolyte 

between a cathode of aluminum and an anode of some other metal when subjected to oscillations 

results in a deposit of aluminum oxide upon the surface of the cathode inducing a one-way flow of 

current.

http://www.sparkbangbuzz.com/els/borax-el.htm

Apparently in YOUR mind.

http://www.sparkbangbuzz.com/els/borax-el.htm
https://is.gd/acplusdc


Since none of an inductor's accumulation of voltage can be spent (removed from the inductor) so 

long as this voltage is out-of-phase with the inductor's current by ½ cycle of oscillation, and since 

inductive reactance is equivalent to inductance by way of inductive impedance,[footnote] no sooner 

than an inductor responds to the application of voltage does it produce an accumulation of inductance 

within the imaginary plane of its inductive field (surrounding this inductor) amounting to a parametric 

amplification of its inductance within the domain of its complex evaluation.

This accumulation of inductance increases the rate at which voltage will accumulate during future 

cycles of oscillation since voltage will accumulate at whatever rate is determined by the inductor's 

impedance at that moment in time.

Hence, an inductor can become more than merely a generator of voltage; it becomes an exponential

magnifier of voltage whenever its voltage is out-of-phase with its current by ½ cycle of oscillation.

A parallel capacitance, when placed nearby this inductor, becomes a distributor of this accumulated 

voltage.

This distribution provokes a flow of current to discharge this capacitance.

Yet, this 'distribution' is merely a token gesture since no current will actually flow. Not until these 

two phases of voltage and current are brought back together without any separation of phase existing 

between them will anything change nor benefit anything else, such as: a load.

Hence, both voltage and current can manifest, ie. become created, despite the Conservation of 

Energy Law under these conditions which are not energetic conditions. Energy implies Ohms Law in 

which voltage and current are integrated into power.

This is not a condition of power; voltage and current are not integrated when they are separated by 

½ cycle of oscillation. They are distinctly separate phenomena and manipulated, as such, and outside of

the Conservation of their Integration, as a non-energetic decomposition of singular ingredients of 

electrical power.

This is what makes free energy “free” by way of the manipulation of abstract information (ie, 

fictional; imaginary [existing within everyone’s mind] and predicated upon complex numbers) since

this is what the reactive components of electrical power amount to, and manipulable whenever they are 

distinctly separated from each other, yet, housed within the same circuit at the same time.

[footnote] Electrical reactance1 is a self-fulfilling proposition whenever voltage and current 
are out-of-phase by ½ cycle of oscillation...

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_reactance

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_reactance


Capacitive reactance X C=–
1

ωC
=–

1
2πfC

Inductive reactance X L=ωL=2πfL

Reactance Equivalencies...

Capacitance = Capacitive Reactance

Inductance = Inductive Reactance

are derived from the formula for:

Reactive Impedance Equivalencies...

X =X L+X C=ωL –
1

ωC

*******************

You’re mad!

I would be if I took the delusions of physics as if they were a personal affront to my sensibilities

Unfortunately, they are an affront to the collective semi-consciousness of mankind making them 

a pandemic mind-virus!…making all who believe in these delusions mentally imbalanced and very 

unsavory in body and in mind.

Don’t get me wrong…

The naturalist who formulated classical theories had a lot more going for himself since he kept it 

simple and grounded those theories, exclusively, in his observations.

But electrical reactance upends everything which we have cherished for centuries of speculations 

on how the universe operates.

It’s unsettling at first, but becomes easier to accept once the momentum of the alteration of your

brainwashing becomes habit forming. Only then, will it become something you will look forward to 

for new awakenings to arrive at your mental doorstep to challenge your cultural biases still further 

than they have been challenged, already.

Thanks for responding…

God bless!



An Appeal for Help!

Crafting a simulation is an easy matter since it merely reflects the mathematical relationships 

among various components in a proposed circuit. It does nothing to suggest how it is to be built.

That is the quandary I face with the current edition of this circuit…



Which has this output…

And this closeup snippet of a view of its output…



This circuit has been scaled down to reduce its output from a prior version which did not possess 

the luxury of collapsing its surges in a periodic, or semi-periodic, manner...



Firstly, highlighting its gain in voltage at a specific point in time...

And then, highlighting its gain in current...



This present version is intended to be safer to build in case the built version fails to self-induce 

periodic collapses of its pulsed surges. Of course, it may help to use components which cannot tolerate 

high wattages before frying themselves?

I am posting these screenshots since I am still having trouble imagining how its coils are to be 

arranged and built and still produce a similar output in hopes that someone else’s brain may be more 

inventive than mine! And also, to document the progression of this circuit’s development…

Copies of these circuits, and their screenshots, are located here...

http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/June/?C=M;O=D

And here...

http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/July/?C=M;O=D

And a backup copy of its latest ZIP file is here...

https://ufile.io/961ouhl2

https://ufile.io/961ouhl2
http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/July/?C=M;O=D
http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/June/?C=M;O=D
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